CUVÉES VILLAGES
VERDIGNY

L A CHAUDOUILLONNE
SANCERRE BLANC AOP

SURY EN VAUX

L’ANCIENNE VIGNE
SANCERRE BLANC AOP

SURY EN VAUX

L’ANCIENNE VIGNE
SANCERRE ROUGE AOP

TRACY-SUR-LOIRE

GRANDE CUVÉE

POUILLY-FUMÉ AOP

Our Villages range is inspired by our
Burgundy philosophy.
Each Sancerre and Pouilly Fumé Village
expresses various styles that are
well known to the local winemakers.
Discover these unique Village styles
through our carefully determined selection
stemming from both appellations.
This tasteful journey throughout our
different Villages will allow you to
understand the terroirs’ nuances
that you didn’t know before.
Grape variety Sauvignon Blanc
Serving temperature 10 to 12°C
Ageing potential 3 to 12 years

Verdigny is a Village located in the heart of the Sancerre appellation. Domaine
Fournier Père et Fils is in Verdigny, so this village is close to our heart. Our
cuvée ‘La Chaudouillonne’ comes from selected vineyards grown on the
famous terroir ‘Caillottes’ of Verdigny.

WINEMAKING & AGEING
Our Villages cuvées are our rendering of each village style. The vineyards
are selected at harvest according to their type of soils and their grape flavors.
Each vineyard benefits from the best suited growing techniques for their terroir.
The juices ferment at low temperatures in small tanks to favor all the Village
nuances. Each tank is aged on fine lees for 6-8 months prior to bottling.

FOOD PAIRING
The Chaudouillonne is a great match for your homemade appetizers as well
as all your most subtle dishes. The generous style and elegance of this cuvée
is a real treat.

TASTING NOTES
The Verdigny cuvée village reveals the complexity of the Caillottes terroirs
thanks to its roundness, and its ripe aromatic intensity, a palate full of candied
citrus supported by a luscious textured minerality.

2016 - Wine Spectator - 90pts (Vintage 2014)
2016 - Wine Enthusiast - 91pts (Vintage 2013)
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